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INVENTORY OF LATE ANTIQUE AND MEDIEVAL PORTS 
ALONG THE WESTERN BLACK SEA* 

 

Preslav PEEV** 
Alkiviadis-Alexandros GINALIS*** 
 

 
Cuvinte-cheie: porturi medievale, hărți nautice, geoarheologie, rețea. 
Keywords: medieval ports, nautical charts, geoarchaeology, network. 
 
Rezumat: Articolul își propune să analizeze modul în care a fost folosită coasta 

bulgară din punct de vedere istoric și economic, ca parte integrantă dintr-o rețea mai 
largă de porturi și rute maritime din spațiul Mării Negre și al Mediteranei. O cercetare 
arheologică sistematică a evoluției topografice a zonei de coastă în relație cu funcționarea 
porturilor și a altor facilități costiere în timpul antichității târzii și în perioada medievală 
ar aduce noi informații referitoare la dezvoltarea vieții pe litoral și mai ales la natura 
resurselor maritime, agricole, precum și a exploatării industriale în contextul comerțului 
maritim. 

Pornind de la această bază, proiectul de cercetare se concentrează pe analiza 
mediului paleogeografic legat de  fluctuațiile nivelului Mării Negre în siturile arheologice 
selectate. Prin utilizarea ortofotogrametriei, a scanărilor 3D, precum și a datelor geoarhe -
ologice, cercetarea completează informațiile arheologice deja existente. Ultimele vor fi la 
final folosite pentru cercetarea modelelor de rețele de comunicare maritimă și a studiilor 
comparative supra ierarhiilor portuare și a funcționalităților interdependente ale structu -
rilor costiere. Aceasta va duce la elaborarea unei platforme noi pentru o mai bună 

 
* The present study is part of the project „Inventory of Late Antique and Medieval 

ports along the Western Black Sea“ funded by the National Science Fund of the Ministry of 
Education and Sciences of the Republic of Bulgaria (Grant Agreement no K П-06-
Austria/11) and the Centre for International Cooperation & Mobility (ICM) of the Austrian 
Agency for International Cooperation in Education and Research (OeAD) of the Federal 
Ministry of Education, Science and Research (BMBWF).  

** Preslav PEEV: Department of Marine Geology and Archaeology, Institute of 
Oceanology - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences; e-mail: peev@io-bas.bg. 

*** Alkiviadis-Alexandros GINALIS: German Archaeological Institute, Istanbul Depart-
ment; e-mail: alkiviadis-alexandros.ginalis@dainst.de. 
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înțelegere a economiei maritime, precum și a conexiunilor sociale și culturale din regiu -
nea Mării Negre. 

Adesea se poate observa cum siturile portuare antice prezintă continuitate în 
perioadele medievală sau otomană, iar unele dintre ele chiar până perioada modernă. 
Totuși, o utilizare diferită a peisajului litoral și legătura sa cu rețelele maritime sunt 
condiționate de schimbările morfologice ale țărmului, migrațiile, schimbările politice și 
etnice, în ceea ce privește populația locală. Stadiul inițial al programului de cercetare se 
axează pe colectarea și analiza bibliografiei secundare relevante, a informațiilor din hărți 
nautice medievale și post-medievale și periploi, precum și a relatărilor istoriografice din 
izvoarele literare scrise. Acestea vor fi confruntate cu informația arheologică deja 
publicată referitoare la 33 de porturi, limanuri și puncte de ancorare identificate pe coasta 
bulgară a Mării Negre. 

Abstract: The study aims to investigate the historical and economic use of the 
Bulgarian coastline, which is an integral part of the wider port networks and maritime 
connectivity of the Black Sea and the Mediterranean. A systematic archaeological research 
of the topographic evolution of the coast in association to the functionality of port sites 
and other coastal facilities during Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages shall provide new 
data on the development of coastal life and especially the nature of marine resources and 
agricultural as well as industrial exploitation in context of maritime commerce. 
 Building upon this base, the research project emphasizes on the analysis of the 
palaeogeographic environment linked to the Black Sea level fluctuations in areas of 
preselected archaeological sites. By using orthophotography and 3D shooting, as well as 
geoarchaeological data of the landscapes, the investigation complements the already 
existing archaeological information. Latter will eventually be used for the study of 
network patterns and comparative studies of port hierarchies and interrelated 
functionalities of coastal infrastructures. This eventually will provide a new platform for 
a better understanding of maritime economy as well as social and cultural connectivity 
throughout the Black Sea region. 

It can often be observed that ancient port sites show a continuation to the medieval 
or Ottoman periods and some of them even up to modern times. However, a different 
utilization of the coastal landscape and its connectivity to the maritime networks is given 
due to physical changes of the coastline caused by the rise of sea-level, migration and 
political or ethnic changes of the coastal population. The initial stage of the research 
programme focuses on collecting and analysing relevant secondary literature, information 
from medieval to post-medieval nautical charts and Periploi as well as historiographical 
accounts in written sources. These will be set against the already published archaeological 
data of in total thirty-three registered ports, harbours and anchorages along the Bulgarian 
Black Sea coast. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the beginning of human activities around the Black Sea, life has been 

strongly influenced by maritime connectivity. The latter is reflected on the one 
hand by various aspects of seafaring and on the other hand by associated coastal 
infrastructures. In both cases, their nature has been continuously influenced by 
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various components.1 Particularly coastal installations such as harbours, tran-
shipment areas, landing stages or anchorages are closely connected to the charac-
teristics of certain landscapes, which rely primarily on physical and geographical 
conditions.2 

Physical conditions are mainly formed by the consistence and configuration 
of a specific coastline, affected among many other aspects by the waves, currents, 
tides and winds, whereas geographical conditions characterise the location itself 
and its close relationship to the surrounding area. Along the Western Black Sea 
coast primarily the prevailing wind conditions (NE-SW during summer and SW-
NE during winter) strongly affected the nature of shipping as well as the selection 
and foundation of harbour sites and other types of anchorages as early as the 
Bronze Age. Therefore, both in the Archaic, Classical as well as the late antique 
and medieval periods, ships and their landing places depended very much on the 
consistence and configuration of the coastline. But in the course of time both 
conditions vary being the “primum mobile” for the selection of sites and the 
foundation as well as development of certain coastal structures in specific areas. 
During the late antique and medieval periods, however, it can be observed that 
profitable geographical locations were preferred to favourable coastal sites with 
physical advantages, as they create demand and stimulate certain amounts of 
traffic. This is based on the fact that the harbour cannot be seen as an independent 
and separate structure acting as an isolated feature, but rather as a linking gate 
for communication and economic exchange, functioning as a commercial hub and 
cultural as well as social meeting point. As such, they relied not just on physical 
and geographical conditions but depended also very much on the political, social 
and economic aspects of their surrounding area, which are very much determined 
by human impact.3  

The defined surrounding areas can be summarised and divided into 
designative models of “Hinterland” and “Foreland”.4 The degree and pattern of 
connectivity are to be distinguished between local, districtal, regional and supra-
regional activities, which in turn indicate a hierarchical model of functional 
interrelation between coastal sites.5 Based on this principle of differentiating 
coastal infrastructures, the existence of “primary” and “secondary” ports can 
eventually be proposed. These different coastal infrastructures reflect a complex 
combination of direct distribution and coastal cabotage redistribution6 with which 
to understand the maritime networks along the Bulgarian Black Sea coast (Fig. 1). 
Building upon this concept, the current study aims to re-examine the inventory of 
late antique and medieval ports as an integral part of wider port networks and 
maritime connectivity of the Black Sea and the Mediterranean. 

 
 

 
1 GINALIS 2014, p. 9. 
2 KARMON 1985. 
3 SCHÖRLE 2011, p. 93. 
4 HORDEN & PURCELL 2000, p. 140ff.; KARMON 1985, p. 2, 5. 
5 GINALIS 2014, p. 11, 22. 
6 ARNAUD 2011; GIANFROTTA et al. 1997, p. 154-159. 
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
The Bulgarian Black Sea coast constitutes a region with unique geographical 

characteristics, playing a decisive geopolitical role as junction of the north-south 
trade connections between Constantinople, the Danube region and northeast 
Europe. Accordingly, the manifestation of any political and economic power in 
the wider region of the western Black Sea was based on the establishment and 
development of port cities; even more so during the late antique and medieval 
periods. Beyond playing an important role in the logistics for military supremacy 
in northern Thrace, these acted as essential stations to control the shipping lanes 
along the coastline. As a result, these have ever since been highly disputed.7 

As early as the period of Greek colonisation maritime communication and 
consequently the harbour network system along the Western Black Sea coast 
expanded due to heightened maritime traffic and commerce. As such, the entire 
range of potential anchorages was utilised.8 These artificial harbour sites, 
roadsteads, staple markets and simple landing stages or natural anchorage 
grounds continued to be used also in later centuries. This is not only shown by 
extensive archaeological material but also by rich historical accounts and written 
sources such as nautical charts or so-called Periploi and Portulans. 

Due to the confrontation of the Roman and eventually the Byzantine Empire 
with various tribes like the Avars or the Proto-Bulgars as well as later with the 
Bulgarian Empire in the eastern regions of the Balkan peninsula, the majority of 
the coastal sites such as Apollonia Pontica (byzantine Sozopolis or modern 
Sozopol), Anchialos (modern Pomorie), Mesembria (modern Nesebăr) or 
Agathopolis (Ahtopol) find regular mention in the literary sources of the Early 
and Middle Byzantine periods.9 

Beyond the narratives of the Byzantine historiography for the Early Middle 
Ages, particularly travel maps, so-called itineraria, like the Tabula Peutingeriana10 
and handbooks of sea navigation, the periploi, are of huge importance for the 
localisation and characteristics of the coastal landscape and its harbour sites. 
Additionally, they indicate the interconnective role of the various coastal sites 
within the maritime network of the Western Black Sea. In accordance with the 
above-mentioned principles of local, districtal, regional and supra-regional 
distribution and redistribution trade system, they imply a hierarchical distinction. 
Accordingly, as for the port hierarchy along the Bulgarian Black Sea coast, the site 
of Anchialos is referred as limen (harbour), whereas Mesembria forms a hormos 
(anchorage, roadstead).11 

The Bulgarian coast and its ports also occupy a special position in portolans 
and portolan charts. Not only do they specify the distances between harbours, but 
often provide further crucial information about the topography and the features 
of the sites. Especially portolan charts composed by Western European cartogra-
phers such as Pietro Vesconte, Battista, Agnese, Diego Homem, Joan Martinez and 

7 HEHER et. al. 2015, p. 107; SIMEONOV 2013, p. 51. 
8 PEEV 2004; PEEV 2016, p. 17. 
9 SIMEONOV 2013, p. 49. 
10 TALBERT 2010. 
11 Arrian, Peripl., 25.5 (86.7-8); DILLER 1952, p. 136, 156. 
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many more anonymous authors pay attention to the Bulgarian lands. This is due 
to the fact that the latest from the 12 th century onwards mainly Italian merchant 
colonies take active part in maritime trade along the Black Sea coasts. 12 

Together with the evaluation of historical facts and historiographic studies 
by the Tabula Imperii Byzantini13 and scholars like V. Velkov, P. Soustal, A. Külzer, 
I. Hristov, G. Toncheva, G. Simeonov or M. Lazarov, a general picture of the 
coastal life, the development of seafaring and the organisation of port networks 
along the Bulgarian coast can already be generated (Fig. 1): particularly the 
Roman expansion towards the east between the 2nd century BC and the 3rd century 
AD had a first major impact on the sea affairs along the Western Black Sea. In 
order to control the vital trade routes, a carefully chosen network of port cities 
was established. The manifestation of an intensive harbour system can be 
observed also during the Byzantine era. While maritime activities seem to decline 
after the 7th century AD, by the 12th century AD mainly Genoese merchants herald 
a new height in harbour activities.14 

 
 

Fig. 1 - Port hierarchy and trade network along the Bulgarian Black Sea coast. 

 
12 STANIMIROV 2003, p. 21. 
13 KÜLZER 2008; SOUSTAL 1991. 
14 STANIMIROV 2003, p. 20-21. 
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As for the topographic characteristics of harbour sites, coastal settlements 
along the Western Black Sea coast can be assigned to three main types: locations 
on headlands whose steep east side provide sheltered southern harbour basins, as 
is shown at Orgame (at Jurilovca), Tomis (Constanţa), Kallatis (Mangalia), Kaliakra  
or Odessos (Varna), the foundations on peninsulas with two potential anchorage 
areas, as can be found at port cities going back to the period of Greek colonisation 
during the 8th-6th century BC such as Histria (near Istria), Mesembria (Nesebăr), 
Anchialos (Pomorie), Sozopolis (Sozopol), Akra (near Černomorec), Agathopolis 
(Ahtopol) or Urdoviza (Kiten) and finally the use of river estuaries emptying into 
deep sheltered bays, as can be seen at the Batova river or the Ropotamo river. 15 

RESEARCH AIMS 
Since the end of the 19th century, a significant amount of information has 

been gathered concerning the harbour situation and maritime connectivity along 
the Western Black Sea coast. A series of recent research projects such as the cross 
border co-operational project “LIMEN: Institution of the Cultural Ports of the 
Black Sea”, the “OLKAS: From the Aegean to the Black Sea – medieval Ports in 
the Maritime Routs of the East” by the European Centre of Byzantine and Post 
Byzantine Monuments (EKBMM) or “Harbours and landing places on the Balkan 
coasts of the Byzantine Empire (4 th to 12th centuries)” as part of the DFG-Priority 
Programme 1630 “Harbours from the Roman period to the Middle Ages” by the 
Leibniz Research Institute of Archaeology of the Römisch-Germanisches 
Zentralmuseum Mainz (Germany) have further enriched our knowledge about 
the port sites in the area of question.16 However, despite detailed historical 
analysis together with intensive archaeological investigation in the last decades 
by scholars like S. Stanimirov, K. Porozhanov, B. Dimitrov or A. Orachev, com-
plex interdisciplinary approaches have not yet fully been implemented. Particu-
larly the interrelation between the various coastal sites and their facilities need s to 
be emphasized more. Unfortunately, the impact of the nature and especially that 
of river landscapes in connection to the purpose and function of harbour basins 
and their associated infrastructures has so far largely been ignored as well. The 
role of rivers emptying into the Black Sea as communication routes and economic 
areas may provide new data on the strong connection between the agricultural as 
well as industrial exploitation of the hinterland and the relevant maritime trade 
routes.17 In this way, new facets of coastal life can be revealed through time and 
hence contribute to the comprehensive study of the historiographic development 
of the Bulgarian coast. 

As such, the current study aims to re-investigate the diachronic use of the 
Bulgarian coastline as part of the wider port networks and maritime connectivity 
of the Black Sea and the Mediterranean. The written sources, historical accounts 
and already existing archaeological data compiled from relevant secondary 
literature form the groundwork for the following stage of systematic archaeologi-
cal, topographical and geophysical documentation of individual sites such as an-

15 STANIMIROV 2003, p. 23, 28. 
16 GINALIS et al. 2019; KARAGIANNI 2013. 
17 PEEV 2014. 
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cient Karon limen or Bizone (modern Kavarna).18 After the analysis of all collected 
information from written sources and nautical charts as well as published ar-
chaeological data, a total number of thirty-three port sites of the late antique and 
medieval periods can be counted along the Bulgarian Black Sea coast (Tab. 1). 
Almost all of them constitute successor sites of ancient foundations and one third 
are in use even until modern times. 
 
№ Site name Historical period 

Late Antiquity Middle 
Ages 

Ottoman 
Period 

modern 

1 Shabla x x ? - 
2 Toprak kale x - - - 
3 Yailata x - - - 
4 Rusalka x - - - 
5 Kaliakra x x - - 
6 Timum x x - - 
7 Timum – West x - - - 
8 Kavarna x x x x 
9 Aphrodision x - - - 

10 Tuzlata x - - - 
11 Balchik x x x x 
12 Kraneya x ? - - 
13 Kastritsi x x ? - 
14 Varna (Odessos) x x x x 
15 Rosito x x ? - 
16 Galata x x x - 
17 Byala x x x x 
18 Obzor x x ? - 
19 Irakli - - x - 
20 Emona x x x - 
21 Nesebar (Mesembria) x x x x 
22 Pomorie (Anchialos) x x x x 
23 Poros x x - - 
24 Skafida - x - - 
25 Debelt ? x - - 
26 Akra x - - - 
27 Hrisosotira x x x - 
28 Sozopol x x x x 
29 Sveti Toma x x - - 
30 Urdoviza (Bordobizu) x x x x 
31 Primorsko (Asine) x - - - 
32 Vasiliko - x x x 
33 Ahtopol (Agathopolis) x x x x 

Table 1 - Ancient harbours along the modern Bulgarian coast and historical 
period of functioning. 

 
18 PEEV 2016, p. 18-20. 
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The localised and documented late antique ports are in total twenty-nine. 
The registered medieval ports are twenty-three. Twenty of them form 
continuations o late antique predecessor sites. The newly established ports are 
Skafida and Vasiliko. Regarding medieval Debelt, based on its location it can be 
assumed that it is not to be equated with the classical site of Develt. The ports 
used during the Ottoman period and the Bulgarian Revival are eighteen. Of these, 
only the port of Irakli seem to be a modern foundation. The modern Bulgarian 
ports are ten. 

The reasons for the abandonment of certain ports are due to different 
reasons. As already mentioned, in the course of time geographical and physical 
conditions as well as human impact vary being the “primum mobile” for the rise 
and decline of certain coastal sites. Accordingly, beyond the change in the 
coastline configuration as a result of sea-level rising after Classical Antiquity, 
mainly the Slavic – Avar invasions of the 6th and early 7th centuries AD, which 
resulted in the migration and ethnic replacement of the coastal population and 
hence to geopolitical changes, had a major impact on the maritime connectivity 
along the Western Black Sea coast. 

 
METHODOLOGY 
There are still no systematic studies on the organisation of Black Sea ports 

similar to those for the Mediterranean. Consequently, a systematic archaeological 
research of the topographic evolution of its coastline in association with the 
functionality of harbour infrastructures and other coastal facilities during Late 
Antiquity and the Middle Ages shall provide new data on the development of 
coastal life and especially the nature and exploitation of marine resources in 
context of maritime commerce. 

This research project therefore emphasizes on the analysis of the 
paleogeographic environment linked to the Black Sea level fluctuations in areas of 
preselected archaeological sites.19 By using orthophotography and 3D shooting as 
well as geoarchaeological data of the landscapes, the investigation complements 
the already existing archaeological information. The interdisciplinary investiga -
tion of individual pre-selected archaeological sites will eventually be conceptual-
ised and put into the historiographical context for a comprehensive catalogue and 
database of harbour sites, roadsteads, anchorages and bays used in certain 
historical periods. Latter shall significantly advance the status quo of knowledge 
concerning the network patterns and comparative study of port hierarchies. This 
different approach will provide a new multidisciplinary platform for a better 
understanding of the maritime economy as well as social and cultural exchange 
throughout the Black Sea region. 

To summarise, the research is divided into three different stages. The initial 
stage focuses on the collection and analysis of historiographical information. This 
comprises both the study of written sources such as Herodotus, Pliny the Elder, 
Strabo or Procopius, that of nautical charts, Periploi and later maps, as well as 
archaeological data from excavations (on land and underwater). The next stage 

 
19 PEEV et al. 2020.  
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constitutes the systematic archaeological, topographical and geophysical docu-
mentation of individual sites such as ancient Karon limen or Bizone. The site 
documentation will be conducted in two fieldwork seasons. While the first one 
aims a general approach of interdisciplinary methodology, the second one targets 
a more into depth investigation. The results will eventually be conceptualised and 
set against comparative studies of port hierarchies and network analysis for the 
Black Sea. 
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